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Uncommon N Large Aberration

A lonely wooden structure stands in the distance. Boards form a wall around its boxy shape, while a single handle admits entry to the shed-sized building.  
A respite from the wilderness around it, the structure appears as though it has only barely withstood the passage of time.

Perception +12; darkvision  
Languages Common  
Skills Athletics +15, Deception +12, Dwelling Lore +13 (applies only to the region it lives in) 
Str +5, Dex +1, Con +4, Int +0, Wis +2, Cha +0

AC 23; Fort +14, Ref +12, Will +12
HP 120

Adhesive The mimouthouse is coated in an adhesive slime. It can suppress this adhesive on its exterior as a free action. Any creature that 
hits the mimouthouse, is hit by the mimouthouse’s pseudopods, or otherwise touches the mimouthouse must succeed at a DC 26 Reflex 
save or become grabbed (Escape DC 26). A weapon that hits the mimouthouse is stuck to the mimouthouse and can be removed with 
a successful DC 26 Athletics check (made as a single action). A mimouthouse can have any number of objects or creatures stuck to it at 
a time. The mimouthouse can release a stuck creature or object by using a single action, and the adhesive dissolves 1 minute after the 
mimouthouse dies, releasing all stuck objects and creatures.

Object Lesson 5 Trigger A creature touches or physically interacts with the mimouthouse while the mimouthouse is transformed  
using Mimic Structure. Effect The triggering creature is automatically stuck by the mimouthouse’s adhesive (it receives no save).  
The mimouthouse then makes a pseudopod Strike against any creature adjacent to the mimouthouse. Object Lesson can’t be  
used again until the mimouthouse escapes and takes on a new disguise.

MIMOUTHOUSE CREATURE 6

Come On In 5 Trigger A creature enters into the mimouthouse while the 
mimouthouse is transformed using Mimic Structure. Effect The triggering 
creature is automatically stuck by the mimouthouse’s adhesive  
(it receives no save). The mimouthouse then makes a jaws Strike 
against the creature entering into it. If the strike is successful, the 
mimouthouse immediately uses Swallow Whole. Come On In can’t 
be used again until the mimouthouse escapes and takes on a new 
disguise.

Speed 10 feet

Melee 1 jaws +17, Damage 2d12+10 piercing

Melee 1 pseudopod +17, Damage 2d8+6 bludgeoning plus adhesive

Mimic Structure 1 (concentrate, polymorph) The mimouthouse assumes 
the shape of a Large structure (such as a shed or outhouse). This doesn’t 
change the mimouthouse’s texture or overall size but can alter its 
coloration and visual appearance. It has an automatic result of 30 on 
Deception checks and DCs to pass as the object that it's mimicking.

Swallow Whole 1 (attack) Medium, 2d8+6 bludgeoning, Rupture 30
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LORE

Countless tales from across Tyne tell of lax adventurers who 
ran afoul of the strange aberrations known as mimics. Thought 
by many to be failed experiments at animating objects, the 
mimics of Tyne are actually an evolving species created in ages 
past by worshippers of the mysterious beings known as Entities. 
Veneration of the alien Entities creates pockets of warped reality, 
and mimics are the result of such warping performed on everyday 
objects—literally transforming an object into the animate stuff of 
nightmares and the unknowable. However, as they are not simply 
magical experiments, Tyne’s mimics also possess the natural ability 
to evolve over time.

One particular evolution of mimics is a variant that bloats to an 
increased size and grants it the ability to take on the appearance 
of full standing structures. These mimic variants have also learned 
to suppress its naturally adhesive outer skin, allowing for better 
deceptions while acting as a structure. Once these mimics deceive 
their targets with its appearance, they can wait for them to approach 
and quickly lash out with teeth and pseudopods. Alternatively, the 
variant mimics can activate their adhesive skin and suddenly turn an 
otherwise innocuous wooden wall into a sticky substance that traps 
a curious explorer. Finally, the most dangerous option available to 
these larger mimics is the ability to wait for a creature to willingly 
enter it. Once a creature enters into a mimouthouse, it reveals its true 
nature and attempts to swallow the intruding creature whole,  
while also trapping it in place with its adhesive skin.

Research institutions across Tyne have tried to codify this new 
species of mimic with all manner of categorizing titles, but every 
scholar has their own idea on a proper title. Instead, the most 
common titles used to describe these particular strains of mimics 
has caught on from adventurers and traders: the mimouthouse.

Though possessing an amusing name, the mimouthouse is far 
from a laughing matter. It first earned its name from taking on the 
appearance of lone outhouses along the roads of the Solitude, and 
the connecting path between the great city of Outset and the sole 
nearby port settlement of Torort. Many wandering the Solitude’s 
swamps unprepared find themselves afflicted with diseases 
like cholera or dysentery, which makes the appearance of a lone 
outhouse something of an “oasis in the desert.” Of course,  
the mimouthouse’s use of such tactics displays a terrifying  
and cruel intelligence.

A mimouthouse is reputed for its use of mimicking an outhouse 
in the Solitude, though such creatures in other regions put their 
mimicry to other uses. In the city-states of Pridoma’s Inheritor 
Lands, mimouthouses instead appear as storage sheds or single 
stables in densely crowded cities where they regularly move 
after a kill, creating all manner of urban legends. In Acarath and 
Kwanshiir, such mimic offshoots instead duplicate tents and 
tempt explorers to enter them, often doing so at the site of camps 
they’ve previously destroyed. In Zeskoran, the mimouthouses are 
actually employed as specialized assassins by at least one of the 
continent’s major nations and have been dispatched across the 
world on such missions.

CHUCKLEWUCKERY

A Mimic Outhouse? REALLY!?
Yes, the mimouthouse is real.  
Yes, the mimouthouse is terrifying.

The best way to use this creature in your 
campaign is to play it as seriously as 
possible. Simply Including an outhouse 
while adventuring in the swamps should 
lead to some fun player interaction, let 
alone the reaction when the outhouse 
turns out to be a horrifying aberrant 
creature attempting to digest an inquisitive 
PC. Regular mimics are terrifying and 
while many skilled adventurers know to 
question conveniently placed treasure 
chests, introducing a mimouthouse 
will make your players question every 
small structure they come across...

If anyone saw Bellum 

after he went to  

the outhouse last night,  

tell the cheating sod he 

owes me interest for 

paying off his bar tab
 -Errol
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Our goal is to build out a fully realized world that you can invest 
yourself in, as well as run your own tabletop RPG games with. 

Over the coming months, we’ll be releasing a bevy of custom 
rules content for Pathfinder 2nd Edition, though the rules can easily 
be adapted for other game systems as necessary. We’re looking at 
releasing bespoke new rules and mechanics, as well as expansions 
to existing rules like: new monsters, new spells, unique items, 
backgrounds, ancestries, and so much more!

As the Rogrind campaign starts up and we release more and 
more preview content, the focus will be on the city of Outset and the 
macro-level elements of the setting (continents, nations, pantheons, 
cosmology, etc.). Our plan is to gauge the reaction and adjust the type 
of content being released as time goes on, and based on feedback 
from our audience. All of this bespoke content, as well as regular 
releases for content used on the show, is going to be provided for you 
to use in your own games!

Supporting the show and our Patreon is the best way to get this 
content and see it in action! 

Thank you for your support. It really matters more than you could 
ever realize. Keep checking back for more! PATREON.COM/NARRATIVEDECLARATION
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OPEN GAME LICENSE VERSION 1.0A

The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is 
Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a) “Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark 
owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b) “Derivative 
Material” means copyrighted material including derivative works and 
translations (including into other computer languages), potation, 
modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, 
compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may 
be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, 
license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise 
distribute; (d) “Open Game Content” means the game mechanic and 
includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the 
extent such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an 
enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly 
identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any 
work covered by this License, including translations and derivative 
works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. 
(e) “Product Identity” means product and product line names, logos and 
identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts, creatures, characters, 
stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, 
language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, 
poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual 
or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, 
enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special 
abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical 
or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; 
and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified 
as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which 
specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means the 
logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to 
identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the 
Open Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means 
to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise 
create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or “Your” 
means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that 
contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be 
Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any 
Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted 
from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms 
or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using 
this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate 
Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this 
License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, 
non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open 
Game Content.

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing 
original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your 
Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights 
to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of 
any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You 
must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder’s name to 
the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, 

including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed 
in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element of 
that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-
adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction 
with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed 
in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark 
or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game 
Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product 
Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content 
shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly 
indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open 
Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish 
updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version 
of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content 
originally distributed under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every 
copy of the Open Game Content You distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open 
Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written 
permission from the Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the 
terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content 
due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may 
not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail 
to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 
days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the 
termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, 
such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it 
enforceable.
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Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.

Pathfinder Core Rulebook (Second Edition) © 2019, Paizo Inc.; Authors: 
Logan Bonner, Jason Bulmahn, Stephen Radney-MacFarland, and Mark 
Seifter.

Pathfinder Bestiary (Second Edition) © 2019, Paizo Inc.; Authors: 
Alexander Augunas, Logan Bonner, Jason Bulmahn, John Compton, Paris 
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